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Introduction
A company threatened with a patent infringement suit faces three basic options. First, it can seek a license from the
antagonist. Second, it can await the initiative of the patentee while taking precautionary steps, such as obtaining an opinion of
counsel. Third, it can bring the dispute to a head through a declaratory judgment action. A host of factors leads one accused
of or threatened by patent infringement *44 to the appropriate path. Here, we analyze the third path and discuss how to
effectively navigate a declaratory judgment action.

The Declaratory Judgment Act (DJA) provides potential patent infringement defendants with a procedural mechanism to
obtain judicial resolution of present controversies that would otherwise linger at the discretion of patentees.1 The DJA affords
putative patent infringement defendants an opportunity to remove “uncertainty, insecurity and controversy” created by
patentees’ threats that might otherwise debilitate business plans and decisions.2 Application of the DJA, however, is
discretionary.3 Congress vested the federal courts with broad discretion to hear or decline declaratory patent cases, thereby
leading to judicial creation of a hodgepodge of factors courts consider when deciding whether to entertain declaratory
claims.4 Bringing sustainable declaratory patent actions to remove the patentee’s Sword of Damocles5 therefore requires
successful navigation of this discretionary minefield.
When properly brought, a declaratory action can serve as a powerful tool for removing the cloud a patentee’s threats can cast
over a business. Potential defendants and their counsel must know what factors will kill a declaratory action and understand
how to avoid them. In addition, declaratory claims can be a powerful procedural tool in the hands of a patent infringement
defendant. Thus, even when first notice of an infringement claim comes through service of a complaint, patent infringement
defendants should know and take advantage of the options open to them as declaratory judgment counterclaimants. This
article analyzes the legal issues surrounding application of the DJA in the patent context and offers practical guidance for
avoiding the pitfalls associated with declaratory patent actions.
I. Background of the Declaratory Judgment Act
A. Historical Recognition of the Declaratory Remedy
Although the remedy was widely accepted in foreign venues long beforehand, American state courts first recognized
declaratory judgments in 1919.6 The federal courts, however, waited nearly a decade before recognizing the remedy.7 Delay
in *45 federal acceptance of the remedy stemmed, arguably, from the federal fear of rendering advisory opinions.8 In
deciding Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway Co. v. Wallace9 in 1933, the Supreme Court held that the federal courts
had the power to review declaratory judgment cases. The Court recognized that:
In determining whether this litigation presents a case within the appellate jurisdiction of this Court, we
are concerned, not with form, but with substance. Hence, we look not to the label which the legislature
has attached to the procedure followed in the state courts, or to the description of the judgment which is
brought here for review, in popular parlance, as “declaratory,” but to the nature of the proceeding which
the statute authorizes, and the effect of the judgment rendered upon the rights which the appellant
asserts.10
In short, the Supreme Court found that the essential ingredient for federal review is the existence of an actual case or
controversy even though presented under the label of a declaratory judgment.11
Congress quickly followed Nashville with the Declaratory Judgment Act in 1934 (“The Act”).12 The Act as now amended
exists as 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202. In keeping with the Nashville reasoning, the Act reads in part, “In a case of actual
controversy within its jurisdiction, . . . any court of the United States, upon the filing of an appropriate pleading, may declare
the rights and other legal relations of any interested party seeking such declaration, whether or not further relief is or could be
sought.”13 When the constitutionality of the Act was challenged soon after its passage, a unanimous Court upheld it.14
*46 B. Goals of the Act
The Nashville Court’s discussion of the Tennessee Declaratory Judgment Act identifies the often-recited goals of declaratory
judgments. Specifically, the Court recognized that “the Court may refuse to render a declaratory judgment where, if rendered,
it ‘would not terminate the uncertainty or controversy giving rise to the proceeding.”’15 The termination of uncertainty and
controversy remains the Declaratory Judgment Act’s basic goal, and the courts have recognized and advanced it in many
contexts.16
“[O]ne of the most common and indisputably appropriate uses of the declaratory judgment procedure” is in the patent
context.17 In that context, a patentee may approach a potential infringer and demand that the alleged infringement stop or that

the potential infringer take a license. Perhaps the potential infringer has, up to that point, acted innocently without any
knowledge of the patent in question. After being notified of the potential infringement, the potential infringer faces the risk of
enhanced damages and attorney fees if found liable for continuing conduct that might now be considered “willful
infringement.”18 The potential infringer now operates under a cloud of uncertainty, and a controversy between the potential
infringer and the patentee now exists.19 The patentee may not immediately file suit but, instead, may continue to make
demands while potential damages accrue. The Declaratory Judgment Act provides a remedy for precisely this type of
situation. Thus in the patent context, a declaratory judgment is wholly appropriate to give a party certainty as to whether its
future activities will infringe a patent and accrue *47 damages, and declaratory relief is “indisputably appropriate” to patent
cases.20 Prior to the passage of the Act, patentees could chill competition by threatening an infringement suit.21 The Act serves
as a remedy for competitors who would otherwise be strong-armed into licensing agreements or other arrangements by a
patentee’s actions.22
In addition to the resolution of uncertainty and controversy, courts also recognize the elimination of “insecurity” as a goal of
the Act. Although, in context, insecurity appears to be largely synonymous with uncertainty, courts consistently identify
insecurity as a separate consideration.23 Moreover, courts recognize that a purpose of the Act is to clarify the legal relations at
issue.24 That objective, however, appears to be subsumed in stated goals of removing uncertainty, insecurity, and controversy.
II. Navigating the Discretionary Nature Of the Remedy
The ability of the Act to achieve the goals of removing uncertainty, insecurity, and controversy is directly impacted by its
discretionary nature. The drafters rejected language that would make application of the Act mandatory.25 The use of the
phrase “may declare” in the Act gives courts considerable discretion to refuse to entertain declaratory cases.26 The Supreme
Court explained this discretion as follows:
*48 By the Declaratory Judgment Act, Congress sought to place a remedial arrow in the district court’s
quiver; it created an opportunity, rather than a duty, to grant a new form of relief to qualifying litigants.
Consistent with the nonobligatory nature of the remedy, a district court is authorized, in the sound
exercise of its discretion, to stay or to dismiss an action seeking a declaratory judgment before trial or
after all arguments have drawn to a close. In the declaratory judgment context, the normal principle that
federal courts should adjudicate claims within their jurisdiction yields to considerations of practicality
and wise judicial administration.27
This exercise of discretion, however, must be based on sound reason.28 Until recently, the federal courts of appeal were
divided regarding the standard of review for examining the district courts’ exercise of discretion in applying the Act.29 Some
circuits and most commentators urged de novo review.30 The Supreme Court settled the issue in Wilton by requiring
application of the abuse of discretion standard.31 The Court declined to address the parameters of what constitutes an abuse of
discretion, leaving that for case-specific analysis.32 For example, in the patent context, an abuse of discretion may be found
“if the trial court’s decision was based upon an incorrect conclusion of law or clearly erroneous findings of fact, was devoid
of any evidence in the record upon which the court rationally could have based its decision, or was clearly unreasonable or
arbitrary.”33 In any event, judicial discretion coupled with other principles of judicial restraint presents several hurdles for a
declaratory judgment plaintiff.
A. Meeting the Actual Controversy Requirement
Federal courts will not decide declaratory judgment cases in the absence of an “actual controversy.”34 This requirement has
led to the formulation of context-specific tests such as the one employed in the patent arena. Specifically, determination of an
actual controversy in the patent context requires a two-part inquiry: “(1) *49 whether the declaratory plaintiff has acted in a
way that the patentee asserts infringes the patent, or is preparing to act in such a way; and (2) whether the patentee has
created, in the declaratory plaintiff, a reasonable apprehension of suit for infringement.”35 Once a patentee makes a specific
charge of infringement against ongoing conduct, the actual controversy requirement is met.36 Thus, the initial hurdle requires
demonstration of an actual controversy, and the courts use a two-part test to consider the conduct of both parties.37
1. Potentially Infringing Conduct

The declaratory plaintiff is required to show “that it is engaged in potentially infringing conduct, such that it ‘has a true
interest to be protected by the declaratory judgment.”’38 The declaratory plaintiff “may not, for example, obtain a declaratory
judgment merely because it would like an advisory opinion on whether it would be liable for patent infringement if it were to
initiate some merely contemplated activity.”39 The declaratory “[p]laintiff must be engaged in an actual making, selling, or
using activity subject to an infringement charge or must have made meaningful preparation for such activity.”40 Proof of
making, selling, or using activity subject to infringement is generally straightforward, but preparation for this activity can be
problematic.41 “Whether a declaratory plaintiff’s ability and definite intention to undertake a potentially infringing activity
constitutes sufficient ‘preparation’ is a question of degree to be resolved on a case-by-case basis.”42
Preparation for potentially infringing activity is largely an analysis of the “immediacy” and “reality” of the declaratory
plaintiff’s conduct.43 An immediacy analysis concerns the date the complaint was filed and the date the potential infringing
*50 activity will begin.44 “The greater the length of this interim period, the more likely the case lacks the requisite
immediacy.”45 In Lang v. Pacific Marine & Supply Co., the Federal Circuit affirmed the dismissal of a suit filed by a patent
holder seeking a declaratory judgment that a ship in the process of being built would infringe, upon completion, certain
hull-design patents.46 Immediacy was absent because the ship at issue would not be ready for at least nine months and the
owners of the ship had not engaged in marketing activities.47 Similarly, in Sierra Applied Sciences, the Federal Circuit held
that the immediacy element was lacking when the declaratory plaintiff’s prototype of its potentially infringing product was
built and operational a year after the complaint was filed and there was no existing advertising literature for the product.48
Both Lang and Sierra Applied Sciences show that potential infringers filing a complaint more than nine months before their
potential infringing activity begins face a daunting task in trying to satisfy the immediacy requirement.
In making a “reality” analysis, the court will consider whether the declaratory plaintiff’s allegedly infringing product is
“substantially fixed, particularly with respect to its potentially infringing characteristics, on the date the complaint was
filed.”49 In Telectronics Pacing Systems, Inc. v. Ventritex, Inc., the Federal Circuit affirmed the dismissal of a suit filed by a
patent holder seeking a declaratory judgment that a medical device would infringe after receiving its approval by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA).50 The Federal Circuit found that “[a]t the commencement of the suit, [the] device had only
recently begun clinical trials, and was years away from potential FDA approval” and that “[t]here was no certainty that the
device when approved would be the same device that began clinical trials . . . .”51
Similarly, a declaratory plaintiff cannot satisfy a court’s reality analysis when a declaratory defendant’s patent has yet to
issue. In Spectronics Corp. v. H.B. Fuller Co., Inc., the Federal Circuit refused to hear a declaratory judgment action *51
where the declaratory judgment defendant’s patent had not yet issued.52 For a decision in a declaratory judgment action “to be
anything other than an advisory opinion, the plaintiff must establish that the product presented to the court is the same
product which will be produced if a declaration of noninfringement is obtained.”53
2. Reasonable Apprehension of Suit
The second prong of the actual controversy requirement looks to the patentee’s conduct.54 Courts make an objective analysis
of whether a patentee’s conduct created a reasonable apprehension of suit on the part of the declaratory plaintiff.55 Although
the best evidence of a reasonable apprehension of suit comes in the form of an express threat of litigation, reasonable
apprehension “may be induced by subtler conduct if that conduct rises ‘to a level sufficient to indicate an intent [on the part
of the patentee] to enforce its patent.”’56
Courts first look for “any express charges of infringement, and if none, then to the ‘totality of the circumstances”’ in deciding
whether an actual controversy exists.57 In Shell Oil Co. v. Amoco Corp., Shell contacted Amoco to resolve whether Shell’s
product would infringe Amoco’s patent.58 During negotiations Shell indicated that Amoco’s patent was invalid and not
infringed by Shell’s product. In a letter to Shell, Amoco stated that Shell’s operations “fall within” the claims of its patent.59
Shell argued that this letter was an “express charge of infringement.”60 The court held that “a statement that Shell’s activities
‘fall within’ Amoco’s claims in the context of the parties’ licensing negotiations can hardly be considered an express charge
of infringement.”61 The court next looked at the totality of the circumstances to determine whether an actual controversy
existed. In light of the fact that *52 Amoco “took no action against Shell; it made no assertive contact concerning the patent;
[and] it issued no threats [,]” the court held there was no reasonable apprehension.62 Moreover, the court held that “Amoco’s
use of language to indicate that Shell’s activities ‘fall within,’ are ‘covered by,’ and are ‘operations under’ Amoco’s patent
fall short of alleging infringement.”63 The court agreed with Amoco that this was merely “jawboning,” which typically occurs
in licensing negotiations.64

In addition, a patentee’s offer of a license or ongoing license negotiations, without more, “is insufficient to establish the
predicate for declaratory judgment jurisdiction.”65 In Phillips Plastics Corp. v. Kato Hatsujou Kabushiki Kaisha, Kato
contacted Phillips stating that certain products made by Phillips were covered by Kato’s patent and invited Phillips to take a
license under the patent.66 Phillips argued that “one who may become liable for infringement should not be subject to
manipulation by a patentee who uses careful phrases in order to avoid explicit threats, thus denying recourse to the courts
while damages accrue.”67 The Federal Circuit agreed but held that Kato’s offer of a patent license did not create an actual
controversy.68 “When there are proposed or ongoing license negotiations, a litigation controversy normally does not arise
until the negotiations have broken down.”69 Thus, where all that is present is negotiation unaccompanied by threats of legal
action, the setting is not sufficiently adverse to create an actual controversy.
However, “any time parties are in negotiations over patent rights, the possibility of a lawsuit looms in the background.”70 The
threat of patent enforcement is the source of the patentee’s bargaining power.71 “Thus, it is unrealistic to suggest that some
negotiating patentees intend to enforce their patents while some do not, and that the first group is subject to declaratory
judgment actions while the second is not.”72 In EMC Corp. v. Norand Corp., a representative of Norand sent EMC a letter
suggesting that the two parties initiate license negotiations related to Norand’s *53 patents.73 The letter expressed that Norand
was inclined to “‘turn the matter over to’ Norand’s litigation counsel ‘for action,’ and urged a ‘preliminary business
discussion,’ ‘perhaps avoiding this matter escalating into a contentious legal activity.”’74 Norand argued that the letter was
merely an invitation to engage in licensing discussions.75 However, the court held that “[a]n objective reader of [the] letter
could only conclude that Norand had already decided EMC was infringing its patents and that Norand intended to file suit
unless it could obtain satisfaction without having to sue.”76 “In the end, the question is whether the relationship between the
parties can be considered a ‘controversy,’ and that inquiry does not turn on whether the parties have used particular ‘magic
words’ in communicating with one another.”77
A declaratory plaintiff “must show ‘more than the nervous state of mind of a possible infringer,’ but does not have to show
that the patentee is ‘poised on the courthouse steps.”’78 In Vanguard Research, Inc. v. PEAT, Inc., the court considered the
fact that PEAT had not only filed suit against Vanguard for misappropriation of trade secrets regarding the same technology
but also informed Vanguard’s clients that Vanguard was using PEAT’s technology without a license. The court found that
PEAT’s actions showed its willingness to protect its technology.79 Since filing a lawsuit for patent infringement would have
been the patentee’s next logical step in protecting its technology, the court concluded that there was a reasonable
apprehension of suit on the licensee’s part.80
Usually, neither a patentee’s mere offer of a license nor an assertion that a potential infringer’s conduct “falls within,” “is
covered by,” or “operates under” its patent rises to the level of an actual controversy. However, a patentee must be careful in
the way it negotiates with potential infringers. A patentee must show its bargaining strength and convince the potential
infringer that it has a strong case for infringement, but a patentee must not be so aggressive as to create conflict. The potential
infringer must show a reasonable apprehension of suit by collecting enough evidence to convince the court that a real
controversy exists. Thus, both patentees and potential infringers must walk a fine line in their negotiations.
*54 B. Navigating Exceptions to the “First-to-File” Rule
One judicial doctrine weighing heavily in favor of the viability of declaratory actions is the “first-to-file” rule. This rule stems
from well-established principles of comity, whereby “federal courts will defer to actions previously filed in other federal
courts when the parties and issues in the two suits are essentially the same.”81 The Supreme Court first articulated the rule as
follows: “In all cases of concurrent jurisdiction, the Court which first has possession of the subject must decide it.”82
Assuming identity of parties and a factual nexus between the various claims, the court receiving the earliest complaint
typically maintains jurisdiction, while the court with the later complaint dismisses, stays, or transfers the second-filed
action.83 The time of filing, rather than service of the complaint, is the appropriate temporal consideration.84
Obviously, in order to take advantage of the rule, one must file first. This requires nimble accused infringers and counsel that
can quickly develop a case and bring a declaratory action before the patentee strikes. To secure the option of filing first,
potential infringement defendants should engage patent litigation counsel when first confronted with demand letters or
licensing offers. The team must then understand the patentee’s potential claims and develop noninfringement and/or
invalidity positions sufficient to satisfy Rule 11.85 Full preparation calls for initial internal claim construction, including an
understanding of the asserted patent’s file history as well as review of the cited prior art. Outside counsel should partner with
the client’s technical employees to gain an understanding of the technology and the application of the patentee’s claims to the

client’s potential accused products. Quickly formulating sound opinions requires teamwork and coordination. Although this
process may tax resources, the payoff is greater latitude of choice, including an ability to gain the initiative through a
declaratory judgment action.
*55 Being the first to file, however, does not always carry the day with regard to ultimate venue. Because there are three
prominent exceptions to the first-to-file rule--bad-faith conduct, anticipatory lawsuits, and balance of conveniences86--one
must avoid conduct and choices that might lead to dismissal or transferal of the declaratory action to a less favorable forum.
1. Avoiding Bad-faith Conduct
Given the time pressure involved in putting together noninfringement and invalidity positions, potential defendants may be
tempted to enter into sham negotiations or other conduct designed simply to buy time. Courts have carved out the so-called
“bad-faith” exception as an equitable principle that does not reward unfair races to the courthouse.87 Thus, bad faith may be
found where the declaratory plaintiff feigned settlement negotiations while preparing its case.88 The focus of the bad-faith
exception is on promoting good-faith settlement negotiations, thereby sparing the parties and the courts the burden of
unneeded litigation.89
But where negotiations have ceased or would otherwise be futile, is there any value in precluding a party from seeking
declaratory relief rather than waiting for the antagonist to file suit? Further, should a potential defendant have to negotiate at
all after receiving a demand letter? Although courts should encourage prelitigation settlement, bad faith should not be found
if the prospective defendant declines to enter into settlement discussions.90
What then are the boundaries of bad-faith conduct that potential declaratory plaintiffs should avoid? On the one hand, it is
wholly appropriate to ask the patentee to provide materials such as file histories and preliminary claims charts to help
understand the issues. In so doing, the potential declaratory plaintiff should avoid making any misleading statements and
should simply ask for information that will help in understanding the patentee’s assertions.
*56 On the other hand, it would be inappropriate to ask for materials to understand the issues and to suggest that the parties
meet for settlement discussions with no intention of conducting such discussions in good faith. In Davox Corp. v. Digital
Systems International, Inc., DSI (the patentee) sent letters to Davox (the alleged infringer) asserting that the alleged Davox
product “appear[s] to fall within the scope of DSI’s patent claims.”91 Counsel for Davox responded to DSI’s claims by stating
“that DSI’s patent inquiry had been referred to Davox’s patent counsel, and promised that DSI would get a response directly
from that firm.”92 Davox’s patent counsel, however, did not respond to DSI. Instead, Davox filed a declaratory judgment
action for invalidity and noninfringement. The court refused to allow Davox “to take advantage of the fact that DSI
responsibly deferred filing potentially protracted and expensive litigation and, indeed, was perhaps misled into believing it
would not be prejudiced by doing so” by Davox’s promise of a response from its patent counsel.93
Courts will not condone a bad-faith preemptive strike by a declaratory plaintiff who files suit against a party who believes it
is engaging in good faith negotiations.94 In Hester Industries, Inc. v. Stein, Inc., Hester (the patentee) and Stein (the alleged
infringer) scheduled two meetings to reach an “amicable resolution of their patent dispute.”95 However, unbeknownst to
Hester, Stein filed a declaratory judgment action the day before their scheduled second meeting.96 The court held that “this
subterfuge is exactly the tactical use of the Declaratory Judgment Act that the Federal Circuit has condemned.”97
However, a party’s participation in negotiations to settle a patent dispute does not preclude it from bringing a declaratory
judgment action. “[W]hen negotiations are ongoing and both sides are aware that litigation could occur at any time . . . and
there is no false implication that a party will refrain from litigation during those negotiations,” courts will generally not find
bad faith.98 In Alaris Medical Systems, Inc. v. Filtertek Inc., Filtertek asserted that “Alaris’s declaratory action was brought in
bad faith as evidenced by continuing settlement negotiations after the actions *57 was filed but before Alaris made the action
known.”99 The court found that Alaris’s actions were anticipatory but held that Alaris did not act in bad faith.100 The court
determined that Alaris’s acts were similar to those described in Ward v. Follett Corp.101 The Ward court “did not find bad
faith where the first to file party engaged in nine months of discussion to resolve the dispute on grounds that were different
from those raised in its complaint; and the defendant was not notified or served with the complaint until nearly four months
after the complaint was filed.”102 The key here is that the potential declaratory plaintiff avoid “misleading his opponent into
staying his hand in anticipation of negotiation.”103
Note that merely discontinuing or giving up on settlement talks does not necessarily amount to bad faith.104 In Enzo Biochem

Inc. v. Calgene Inc., the parties’ negotiations were temporarily suspended, but Enzo “believed settlement of the parties’
differences was a strong possibility.”105 Enzo asserted that Calgene’s filing suit, “without completing settlement discussions,
was in bad faith and should not be condoned by the Court.”106 The court was unable to find “sufficient evidence of the nature
of the negotiations or a desire on the part of the parties to settle” and was, therefore, unable to determine that Calgene
engaged in bad-faith conduct.107
2. Avoiding the Remains of the Anticipatory Lawsuit Exception
The anticipatory or “imminent” lawsuit exception may appear to be a superset of the bad-faith exception because it also
focuses on whether there was a race to the courthouse. The exception is designed to prevent “unseemly” races to the
courthouse. *58 108 Intertwined with this factor is the judicial aversion to forum shopping.109 The lines between forum
shopping, bad faith, and anticipatory lawsuits are often blurred because bad-faith cases typically include a race to the
courthouse110 and anticipatory lawsuits invariably involve a dispute over choice of forum. In fact, some courts view
anticipatory lawsuits as an “aspect of forum-shopping.”111
The anticipatory lawsuit rationale, standing alone, can sharply narrow the Declaratory Judgment Act because “[i]n many
cases, the declaratory defendant is prepared to, and does, file its own affirmative suit shortly afterwards.”112 In such cases, the
anticipatory lawsuit rationale would require automatic deference to the second-filed lawsuit thereby putting all control in the
hands of the putative plaintiff. Before reviewing the Federal Circuit’s view of the imminent lawsuit rationale, we should first
consider Tempco Electric Heater Corp. v. Omega Engineering, Inc.113
In Tempco Electric, defendant Omega’s counsel wrote a letter demanding that Tempco cease use of the Greek omega symbol
on its temperature control and measurement devices. Omega demanded a response within ten days and threatened that
litigation would follow if Tempco did not respond. Omega sent a follow-up letter eight days later demanding a response in
forty-eight hours (still within the original deadline). Tempco responded the next day by having its president call Omega’s
counsel and explain Tempco’s longstanding use of the omega symbol. On the same day, Tempco’s counsel communicated
Tempco’s disinclination to comply with Omega’s demands. Tempco reiterated its position a few days later (now four days
after the original deadline). Omega responded with a letter saying it had no choice but to proceed with litigation. Tempco
received this letter ten days after the original deadline. Tempco filed a declaratory judgment action that day. Omega filed its
own action four days later. Omega then successfully moved to dismiss Tempco’s declaratory judgment action, and the
Seventh Circuit affirmed.114
*59 In affirming the dismissal, the Seventh Circuit essentially rejected the first-to-file rule in the declaratory judgment
context.115 The court stated that “[t]he wholesome purpose of declaratory acts would be aborted by its use as an instrument of
procedural fencing either to secure delay or to choose a forum”116 and that “[t]he federal declaratory judgment is not a prize to
the winner of the race to the courthouse.”117
The Seventh Circuit found that because Omega had filed a coercive mirror-image suit four days later, Tempco’s suit “would
serve no useful purpose.”118 The court elaborated on the rule as follows: “Where, as here, the declaratory judgment action is
filed in anticipation of an infringement action, the infringement action should proceed, even if filed four days later.”119
Although Tempco acknowledged “the virtue of certainty and the ease of application”120 of the first-to-file rule, it rejected the
rule as too costly because it would “encourage an unseemly race to the courthouse.”121 But this concern is not relevant in all
circumstances. In the patent context, for example, the Federal Circuit ostensibly ensures the uniform application of the patent
laws throughout the various district courts.122 Thus, the risk of outcome-determinative forum shopping in patent cases has
been largely eliminated--one court even questioned whether outcome forum shopping in the patent context is even possible.123
Giving weight to the stated purpose of the Declaratory Judgment Act (that is, “to enable a person caught in [a] controversy to
obtain resolution of the dispute, instead of being forced to await the initiative of the antagonist”124) requires courts to refuse to
apply the anticipatory lawsuit exception absent other factors. If a court dismisses a declaratory action merely because an
affirmative lawsuit is subsequently *60 filed, the court negates the purpose of the Declaratory Judgment Act.125 In fact, absent
other factors, this would not be a “sound reason” for exercising discretion. A “sound reason” needs a valid concern or policy
behind it, especially when it will diminish the goals and narrow the application of the Act.
In addition, unbridled application of the anticipatory lawsuit exception gives unfair leverage to the putative plaintiff in
negotiations, allowing the plaintiff to keep a cloud over the defendant’s business and future plans.126 Allowing a potential
plaintiff to pick an arbitrary deadline and hold the defendant’s feet to the fire unfairly rewards brinkmanship. Even a single

strategic deadline can be devastating when it is designed to threaten a new product launch or timed to interfere with an
acquisition or merger.
No wonder, then, that in Genentech127 the Federal Circuit refused to apply the Tempco Electric128 rationale to patent cases:
Such a rule would automatically grant the patentee the choice of forum, whether the patentee had
sought--or sought to avoid--judicial resolution of the controversy. This shift of relationship between
litigants is contrary to the purpose of the Declaratory Judgment Act to enable a person caught in
controversy to obtain resolution of the dispute, instead of being forced to await the initiative of the
antagonist.129
In reversing the dismissal of Genentech’s first-filed action, the Federal Circuit expressed its preference “to apply in patent
cases the general rule whereby the forum of the first-filed case is favored, unless considerations of judicial and litigant
economy, and the just and effective disposition of disputes, require otherwise.”130 The Genentech decision led some courts,
both in and out of the patent context, to reject131 or limit132 the anticipatory lawsuit rationale.
*61 The Federal Circuit revisited its preference for the first-filed case in Serco Services Co. v. Kelley Co.133 In Serco, the
declaratory plaintiff was sent a letter demanding it discontinue manufacture or sale of allegedly patented truck restraints used
at loading docks. The letter warned that a lawsuit would commence if Serco did not confirm that such activities had ceased
within six weeks. Months after the deadline had passed, Serco received another letter, this time threatening litigation in
twelve days. Before that deadline was reached, Serco brought its declaratory action. The district court dismissed Serco’s
declaratory action as an anticipatory lawsuit as well as for convenience reasons.134 Although the Federal Circuit
acknowledged the rule set forth in Genentech,135 it found that the district court did not abuse its discretion by considering the
anticipatory nature of the action along with the balance-of-convenience factors.136 The court concluded that “the relative
convenience of the parties was ‘sound reason’ not to continue the declaratory suit.”137
In light of Serco, a declaratory plaintiff must at least be aware that the anticipatory nature of its suit could factor against the
suit’s sustainability. In order to minimize the weight of this factor, a declaratory plaintiff should avoid brinkmanship that
would cause the patentee to issue ultimatums and deadlines for filing suit. Of course, if such deadlines are issued and pass by,
the declaratory plaintiff can file a declaratory judgment action with greater confidence that it will withstand an “anticipatory
lawsuit” challenge because the action would not be filed in anticipation of a looming deadline.
Another solid practice is to keep accurate records of threats and approaches from patentees to show that the patentee engaged
in “hit and run” tactics over some period of time. If the patentee is always threatening but never pulling the trigger on a
coercive lawsuit, a factual record related to the timing and content of threats and allegations can greatly impact the weight of
this factor.138
*62 3. Dealing with Convenience Factors
The balance of convenience exception focuses on many of the same factors as a transfer analysis under 28 U.S.C. Section
1404(a).139 For example, the Federal Circuit, although espousing strong support for the first-to-file rule, has focused on the
convenience of the parties and the location of the witnesses and evidence in finding no abuse of discretion in dismissing a
first-filed declaratory action.140
Obviously, the more connected a forum is to the dispute, the greater likelihood the convenience factors will line up in favor
of the first-filed suit. Therefore, for a declaratory patent plaintiff, the best choice is to sue in its home forum, assuming the
alleged infringing conduct occurs there. Suing in its home forum lends weight to the plaintiff’s choice-of-forum factor141 and
provides a ready counterbalance to the convenience factors that a patentee might argue apply to its home forum.142 Typically,
a transfer should occur only if the net convenience of all parties and witnesses increases.143
III. Defensive Use of Declaratory Claims
Patentees sometimes strike without warning, and potential defendants sometimes become actual defendants before they are
prepared to bring a declaratory action. Although initiative with regard to initial forum choice may have been lost, the accused
infringer may still make use of the declaratory remedy.

A new patent infringement defendant should first consider whether it should bring a declaratory action in a more appropriate
jurisdiction. For example, when the patentee initially sues an affiliate in an unfavorable forum, the real defendant-in-interest
should consider bringing a declaratory action in a better forum. Verizon successfully did just that when it realized the wrong
affiliate was sued in Pennsylvania and it brought a declaratory action in the Central District of California. When the case
against the affiliate was dismissed in Pennsylvania, all action shifted to the California lawsuit where Verizon then obtained
favorable rulings leading to settlement *63 of the dispute.144 Of course, the filing of a second suit will incur close scrutiny
under the first-to-file rule as explained above. Nevertheless, newly minted patent defendants should not ignore this option,
especially when there is a jurisdictional issue with the first-filed forum or when the defendants are not properly named.
When a patent infringement defendant must proceed in the patentee’s chosen forum, the defendant should always consider
filing declaratory counterclaims. One advantage of responding with declaratory judgment counterclaims is gaining some
degree of control over the timing and form of dismissal. Once a patent defendant has answered and counterclaimed, the
patentee cannot dismiss the action without negotiating a dismissal of the counterclaims.145 If the patentee wishes to shut the
action down, it must come to terms with the counterclaims. Thus, invoking counterclaims prevents patentees from churning
through defendants in search of low-hanging fruit, with the possibility of again threatening defendants who do not roll over in
initial suits. This strategy may be of particular use where potential defendants in an industry can form a consortium and back
the declaratory counterclaimant in the litigation.
Another related advantage is the leverage a declaratory counterclaim can provide in settlement discussions. Of course, the
degree of leverage the counterclaim provides correlates directly with the threat the counterclaim presents to the validity or
enforceability of the patent and the value of the patent to the patentee. Assuming the patentee intends to enforce the patent
against others, having a declaratory counterclaim in place provides, at a minimum, some suggestion of risk to the patentee.
Some advantage also flows from forcing the patentee to deal with declaratory counterclaims in pleadings, discovery, and
trial. The patentee must, at the very least, reply to the counterclaims or risk entry of default.146 The patentee must also respond
to discovery driven by counterclaims. In addition, having counterclaims in place may give some psychological boost in front
of a jury because trial counsel can present separate claims against the asserted patents.
*64 Conclusion
Declaratory claims can provide potential and actual patent infringement defendants with the means to strike back at
patentees. If potential patent infringement defendants want to take the initiative, they and their counsel must understand and
avoid the pitfalls that could lead to dismissal of their declaratory patent actions. Specifically, they must avoid bad-faith
conduct and choose a forum that will prevail in a balance-of-conveniences analysis. Finally, patent infringement defendants
should be prepared to take advantage of the tactical and procedural advantages declaratory counterclaims can provide.
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